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Abstract 
 

Individual clinical experience is combined with the best possible external clinical data from systematic research in the practice of evidence-

based medicine. Data-based treatment is a complete approach to treating healthcare problems that allow the best available research evidence 

to be combined with clinical experience and patient choices. Evidence-based medicine's obligations to the medical industry and allied areas 

in terms of creating a platform for integrating research findings into healthcare delivery and raising awareness of the need to take individual 

patient preferences into account. In terms of culture and medical practice, South Asian countries are different. This region has little 

understanding of evidence-based medicine. Evidence-based medications have been adopted in some parts of South Asia, according to multiple 

survey data, while it is yet unknown in others. Treatments for mobile phones are fast expanding, and a preliminary study indicates that South 

Asian countries could benefit from this technology as well. People can benefit from digital healthcare initiatives in a variety of ways, including 

improved skill-training opportunities in real-world situations, continual assistance from medical practitioners, and better drug management. 

Evidence-based medications will become more accessible and successful as a result of the combination of Evidence-based medications with 

mobile technologies. It will also allow for a timelier deployment of Evidence-based medications. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the last three centuries, calls for the profession of 

medicine to be based on scientifically reliable empirical facts 

have become louder [1]. Medicine has battled since 

Hippocrates to reconcile healers' uncontrolled experiences 

with findings gathered via thorough research of claims about 

the effectiveness of health therapies. With the enactment of 

the US Food and Drug Administration's Kefauver-Harris Act 

in 1962, robust empirical analysis of human clinical trials 

became lawfully needed to support drug efficacy assertions 

[2]. Even though regulations have changed, clinical trials are 

still needed to prove that new pharmaceutical inventions are 

safe and work. The term "evidence-based medicine" (EBM) 

was created in 1991 to teach front-line doctors how to judge 

the reliability of research data, understand the results of 

clinical studies, and decide how best to use the results in their 

daily work [3]. Practitioners of evidence-based treatment 

describe it as the conscious, explicit, and prudent use of 

current best evidence in making choices regarding patient-

centered care [4]. The personalized treatment experience is 

combined with a critical evaluation of the best possible 

external clinical data from the scientific investigation in the 

practice of evidence-based medicine. Personalized treatment 

skill refers to the knowledge and judgment that physicians get 

from their clinical practice and experience. The notion of 

EBM has attracted the attention of medical practitioners over 

the last decade. The proper implementation of EBM enabled 

a break from the centuries-old empiric practice that had 

controlled medical history. With several exemptions, EBM is 

widely considered the "gold standard" for medical expertise 

[5]. 

 

Evidence-based treatment is a comprehensive procedure for 

healthcare problem-solving that permits the merging of the 
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best available research evidence with clinical expertise and 

patient preferences, according to updated and enhanced 

terminology. We considered the competence and expertise 

that doctors develop over years of clinical practice in 

individualized clinical situations, and that medical training is 

a crucial and essential part of what makes a successful doctor. 

Evidence-based medicine is a permanent, self-directed, issue-

directed process of learning wherein the necessity for 

clinically essential information concerning assessment, 

prognosis, treatment, and other therapeutic and healthcare 

concerns arises from treating one's clients. The concept of 

evidence-based medicine suggests a link between medical 

data, philosophy, and practice. However, EBM has evolved 

as a cohesive heuristic framework for improving medical 

practice, which clearly and conscientiously refers to the 

structure of clinical evidence rather than offering a new 

scientific hypothesis of clinical experience [6, 7]. According 

to EBM theory, whatever is justified or rational to believe is 

dependent on the reliability of the evidence and the extent to 

which one feels the information is produced by trustworthy 

methods. The second assumption supports the philosophic 

viewpoint that the best way to find out the truth is to evaluate 

all of the evidence rather than cherry-picking data that 

supports a certain assertion. Evidence is not enough on its 

own for better decision-making, which must consider the 

repercussions that are important to the decision-maker in the 

specific context and environment. So, EBM's last epistemic 

premise is that clinical decisions must take each person's 

preferences and values into account [8]. 

 

Evidence-based medications are most commonly viewed as 

extrinsic data relative to average clinical outcome [9], which 

can be converted into standards derived from multiple 

research with diverse demographics in care circumstances 

that do not always fit doctors'. Worldwide data may or may 

not be appropriate for a clinician's clients or the 

circumstances wherein they practice. Local knowledge and 

proof originate from genuine medical encounters serving 

specific patients in particular lanes; noting the precise 

treatment regimen, and the patients' living surroundings that 

influence compliance, and health outcomes. Personalized 

treatment experience and the best possible external evidence 

are both used by good clinicians, but neither is sufficient. 

Lack of clinical knowledge and evidence may tyrannize 

practice because even strong external evidence might well be 

utterly irrelevant to or unsuitable for a particular patient. 

Without the most up-to-date evidence, practice risks 

becoming obsolete quickly, to the disadvantage of patients. 

One of the biggest myths regarding evidence-based medicine 

is that it would devolve into a "cookbook" treatment. It 

cannot, therefore, lead to rigid, "cook-book" methods for 

patient-centered care since it demands a bottom-up strategy 

that incorporates the finest empirical shreds of evidence with 

personalized treatment skills and patient choice. Any external 

guideline must be evaluated in conjunction with personalized 

treatment competence to determine whether and how it 

corresponds to the patient's clinical status, dilemma, and 

preferences, and thus if it should be implemented [10]. 

 

Medical demography and evaluation have spawned various 

specialties, including evidence-based medicine. In other 

healthcare settings, parallel advancements are taking place, 

all with the particular patient as the center of attention. 

Several evidence-based professions place a greater emphasis 

on society than on the particular patient or include an explicit 

economic component by attempting to acquire or offer a 

healthcare combination that will maximize some collective or 

social advantage. Evidence-based medication is neither a 

relic of the past nor an impossibility to implement. The claim 

that "everyone is already doing it" isn't true because there are 

big differences in how often doctors use patient preferences 

in their work and how often they give therapies to their 

patients [11, 12]. The practice of EBM is a life-long journey, 

a self-directed aspect of learning wherein the necessity for 

clinically essential information concerning assessment, 

prognosis, medication, as well as other medical and health-

care issues arises from caring for our individuals, which 

includes the following Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Stepwise description of the Evidence-Based Medicine Practice. 

Clinical Practice Guidelines 
The physician in evidence-based clinical practice "takes the 

best available evidence, in cooperation with the person, to 

choose the alternative that best matches that patient" [12]. It 

brings findings from population research to individual care, 

demonstrating a direct correlation to epidemiology [13]. The 

main difference between these ideas seems to be whether or 

not the patient is involved in making decisions about therapy. 

 

In 1990, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) of the National 

Academy of Sciences defined Clinical Practice Guidelines 

(CPGs) as "systematically developed recommendations to 

help clinicians and patients make important decisions about 

patient care for certain clinical conditions" [14, 15]. The IOM 

guidelines advisory panels created clear standards for 

appraising the appropriateness of practice guidelines. 

Validity was seen as one of the most important qualities, and 

it was described in terms of 1: health and cost outcomes and 

2: the degree to which clinical advice and the scientific 

evidence used to make the guidelines match up. 

 

As such, CPGs serve as a foundation for 1: increasing 

knowledge by making practitioners conscious of suggestions; 

2: adjusting mindsets toward quality care; 3: shifting 

procedures; and, 4: positive patient safety. They could 

become an effective way for doctors, especially generalists, 

to keep up with discoveries if the recommendations are 

written with the most up-to-date information and are assessed 

and updated regularly. Clinical Practice Guidelines can also 

be used to inform healthcare managers and commissioning 

bodies about which health initiatives are acceptable and 

which are not. People also think that practice 

recommendations are useful when it comes to the law, 

making patients and the public more aware, and deciding 

what research needs to be done first [16, 17]. 

 

EBM Practice Guidelines 
For generations, practice guidelines—official 

pronouncements from organizations and agencies about the 

acceptable use of procedures and treatments—have weighed 

these issues in informal ways. A panel of specialists gathers 

around a conference table and is requested to submit 

suggestions based on their knowledge of the evidence and 

their personal opinions. There is no formal approach 

toexamining evidence or reaching a consensus. Whatever 

methodologies and reasoning are employed are rarely 

included in the final draft. Even though formal consensus-

building processes have been used, most notably at the 

National Institutes of Health Consensus Development 

Conferences and the Rand appropriateness panels, the 

panelists still make decisions based on their own opinions 

[18, 19]. 

 

Many organizations have shifted to EBM for the formulation 

of guidelines. Evidence-based practice guidelines have a 

clear method, a thorough look at the evidence that supports 

them, graded suggestions that link back to the evidence that 

backs them up, and they make it clear when advice is based 

on opinion. 

 

Generally, evidence-based practice guidelines come from six 

processes that, depending on the issue, are carried out with 

various intensities and in various patterns Figure 2. 

 

Subject Matter and Methodology: An evidence model 

can often assist in clarifying the connections in the 

explanatory framework for which evidence is needed [20]. 

The very first stage is to define the review's emphasis, 

including the target disease, the interventions to be evaluated, 

critical clinical demographics and medical settings, and 

significant treatment outcomes. The search's parameters, such 

as library databases and exclusion criteria, are also 

established. 

 

Critical and Systemic Evaluation: Evidence is 

reviewed according to protocols that have become more 

standardized in recent decades [21]. The first of three basic 

procedures is to conduct a systematic literature survey, 

utilizing explicitly stated search queries and other strategies 

to ensure that the required information has been acquired for 

reviewers and readers. Second, critical evaluation of 

individual research, including the use of clear analytic 

methods to assess internal and external validity, as well as the 

documentation of data in abstracted formats and evidence 

tables. Finally, there is also the integration of results, which 

involves describing the findings in narrative prose, evidence 

charts, or balance sheets. In the last step, evidence can be 

combined quantitatively in meta-analyses to measure the size 

of the overall effect. 

 

Internal validity is measured by looking at a set of things, 

such as the sample population, how people are put into 

groups, interventions, outcome measures, dropout rates, and 

statistical measurements [22]. External validity is found by 

thinking about how the sample population, interventions, and 

environment are representative of the whole. 

 

Expert Consultation: In all practical recommendations, 

expert input is considered. Even when evidence is provided, 

personal conclusions could be drawn when evaluating the 

evidence's strength or generalization, as well as when 

balancing the advantages and harms. When there is a dearth 

of evidence, groups differ in their willingness to offer 

suggestions based on personal opinions. When perspective is 

used in EBM, it is important to be clear about it so that people 

can understand why the recommendations were made and 

decide for themselves if they are correct. 

 

Considerations in Public Policy: Policymakers must 

often evaluate the cost-effectiveness or cost-utilization of 

treatments in an era with constrained medical resources. 
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Accessibility to care, availability of skilled personnel and 

innovation, insurance plans, and medicolegal consequences 

are all taken into account to varying degrees based on the 

subject and panel ideology. Potential conflicts among 

panelists become particularly difficult in this situation [23]. 

Some groups never make suggestions based on their own 

opinions. Instead, they say that there isn't enough information 

to make a suggestion. 

 

Document Preparation: In practice, guidelines and the 

language of recommendations are given a lot of thought 

because even minor differences in terminology can have 

important policy implications and alter the quality of patient 

treatment. The utilization of letter codes or suggestion 

classifications to signify how vigorously the intervention is 

suggested is a feature of evidence-based guidelines. Almost 

always, the quality of supporting evidence is reflected in this 

grading structure. The optimum alternative for interventions 

with complicated tradeoffs or ambiguous data may be 

determined by the values patients attach to prospective 

benefits and hazards. Guidelines for these kinds of things are 

moving away from giving general advice and instead telling 

clinicians to help patients assess and weigh their preferences 

as part of a joint decision-making process [24]. This approach 

entails discussing with individuals the possible advantages 

and risks of interventions, as well as their likelihood; assisting 

them in identifying how firmly they feel about possible 

outcomes, and deciding which choice is best based on this 

knowledge. 

 

Evaluation by Peers: Evidence-based guidelines are 

frequently shared in written format with content experts to 

gain comment on the comprehensiveness of the review and 

the accuracy of the critical assessment, much like any other 

academic paper. The draft is also sent to stakeholders for 

responses, such as applicable professional groups and 

advocacy groups. 

 

Evidence-based Medicine's Challenges 
Evidence-based medicine has grown swiftly into a vibrant 

intellectual community dedicated to improving clinical 

practice by rendering it more scientifically and empirically 

oriented, resulting in healthier, more reliable, and cost-

effective care [25]. Evidence-based medicine has had a lot of 

success over the last two decades, thanks to a lot of 

investment and enthusiasm. Notwithstanding numerous 

achievements, there is still a lot of variance in how evidence-

based practice is implemented. The task of learning more 

about the foundations of our health in more depth can be 

daunting, and there are numerous potential dangers. With 

personalized medicine, you should be careful not to oversell 

and make sure that any claims you hear are backed up by 

evidence.

 

 
Figure 2. Overview of EBM practice guidelines. 

No other health sector has ever developed at such a breakneck 

pace. As a result, this has repercussions that will undoubtedly 

affect many parts of the medical field. Because of the overall 

ideals and warm appreciation for EBM proponents, but 

concern about its existing procedures, based on what is 

performed according to what is promised. And it may be 

necessary to revisit and modify educational programs 

regularly to reflect the current, but ever-changing, state-of-

the-art of targeted therapy. Given the probable future 

involving citizens in self-management of healthcare as a 

component of targeted therapy, it's also critical to devote 

sufficient time and resources to promoting awareness of 

individual health and keeping people informed about the state 

of the field and how to best profit from it. Keeping the public 

sector up to date on the latest developments is a huge but vital 

task. The public needs to be an active part of this process of 

change, not just a passive observer. 

 

The issues that the EBM faces are listed below. 
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Originality 
The discrepancy seen between the contents of EBM and the 

application of EBM in medical care has been a primary cause 

of confusion. The materials are similar to a medical textbook, 

whereas the practice is just what happens when doctors make 

and follow patient-care procedures. Evidence-based 

medications, according to many professionals, are"hardly 

anything original." The originality lies in the substance of 

what is effectively a new form of clinical medicine textbook, 

rather than in the proposed practice of EBM. This uniqueness 

is hinted at by the fact that EBM uses "the best possible 

external medical evidence from systematic research" [26]. 

When the details of this clue are fleshed out, it's clear that it 

points to a narrow focus. 

 

The Evidence's Composition 
Despite the large amount of data that can be used in EBM, the 

evidence for EBM is nearly entirely based on randomized 

clinical trials and the meta-analyses that are conducted using 

those studies. Since meta-analyses may gather and evaluate 

data but not modify it, RCTs have now become the primary 

source to analyze data integrity and spectrum, as well as the 

extent of topics included in EBM collections. 

 

Data Accuracy and Scope 
Randomized clinical trials have focused on gathering "hard" 

statistics about mortality, sickness, and demographic trends 

to gain "trustworthy" knowledge. Before treatment, the 

patient's baseline status is routinely assessed using "reliable" 

data such as age, gender, ethnicity, MRI, endoscopy, 

histology, cytology, and laboratory investigations. When it's 

relevant, the outcome of therapy is written as "death" or as a 

global rating for typical symptoms that don't need to be 

described in more detail because "double-blind" observations 

should help avoid bias. 

 

The failure resulted from the evidence collected in 

randomized controlled trials (RCTs). It is frequently inserted 

into meta-analyses without even being quality-checked first. 

Aside from omitting serious symptoms and other therapeutic 

factors that help distinguish these groupings, randomized-

trial data frequently omits clinical subtleties that are critical 

for several other clinical options. The trial's conception and 

execution may also be overlooked at times [27, 28]. Many 

RCTs that have been intellectually inadequate 

notwithstanding their "gold standard" designation have been 

noted by practitioners of meta-analysis. Although strict 

criteria might be used to select only the truly "golden" RCTs 

[29, 30]. 

 

Misrepresented Evidence-Based Brand 
The issue is that entrenched interests have stolen and twisted 

the evidence-based "quality mark." The pharmaceutical and 

healthcare businesses, in particular, are increasingly dictating 

research priorities. They specify what constitutes "risk states" 

for disease and disease. Evidence-based therapy may not be 

able to find the subtle biases that are becoming more common 

in sector investigations by using validity assessments and risk 

of bias methods [31]. 

 

An Enormous Amount of Evidence 
The huge amount of evidence accessible is the next facet of 

the evidence-based medicine issue. The number of treatment 

guidelines, in particular, is currently unmanageable and 

illogical. 

 

Co-Morbidity 
As the population is aging and the occurrence of severe 

degenerative diseases rises, the individual with a single 

diagnosis that maps easily to a particular evidence-based 

recommendation is becoming increasingly rare. Even when 

relevant studies are planned to cover people with a variety of 

illnesses, adapting the results to patients with specific 

comorbidities is difficult. Comorbidity affects each 

individual differently and appears to defy attempts to create 

or apply objective ratings, metrics, treatments, or guidelines 

[32]. Care that is based on evidence for one illness or 

dangerous condition is causing or making another worse. This 

is especially true for the dangers of polypharmacy in the 

elderly. 

 

Progress in the Status of Evidence-Based 
Medicine 
The fundamental principles of EBM have been widely 

shared: an increasingly complex pyramid of evidence, the 

necessity for methodical descriptions of the strongest 

evidence to assist care; and the necessity for taking patient 

values into account when making important clinical choices. 

Several similar activities have benefited from, and possibly 

been spawned by, EBM. These measures have included an 

emphasis on comparative research on the effectiveness [33] 

over or under assessment and treatment [34]. quality-of-care 

measurements [35], enhancing publication standards [36], 

guaranteeing that all investigations are registered [37, 38], 

and minimizing waste in research production, such as the 

discontinuation of misdirected initiatives, which have 

become standard practice. These tasks can be accomplished 

under the broad scope of the EBM motion, which has 

enlarged to include fields of study such as midwifery, dental 

care, health policy, and public health, and there is a need for 

evidence-based scientific research to ensure that clinics, 

healthcare facilities, and medical institutions function 

optimally [39]. 

 

Evidence-based medication's commitments to the medical 

field and related areas in terms of establishing a platform for 

integrating research findings into the provision of health care 

[40] and boosting awareness of the importance of considering 

individual patient preferences and values will be long-lasting. 

 

Evidence-Based Medicine's Special Relationship 
with South Asian Countries 
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South Asian countries, despite their differences in geography, 

linguistics, and political institutions, suffer from similar 

health concerns. Most people are dealing with a triple burden: 

persistent communicable diseases, worsening chronic 

disorders, and a rising number of accidents. HIV/AIDS, rapid 

urbanization that wasn't planned for, and several other factors 

that affect health make the situation worse [41]. Another 

common feature is that national medical figures conceal 

significant differences between countries [42, 43]. The health 

statistics in Asia's southern areas are among the worst 

worldwide. It has the highest rate of malnutrition and high 

blood sugar in the world. It also has 40% of the world's 

tuberculosis cases, a high rate of heart disease, and one of the 

worst measures of reproductive health [44]. Resource 

constraints, poor infrastructure, no universal healthcare plans, 

and a high illness load define health systems throughout the 

territory. Medical systems all around the region are also 

dealing with issues like a shortage of evidence-based policies 

and an absence of community responsibility. People incur 

hefty out-of-pocket expenses on top of other socioeconomic 

implications of ill health since there are no or inadequate 

national health care plans and private enterprise plays such a 

large role [45]. Overall, South Asia's financial investment in 

medical services is low relative to many other regions of the 

world, with the Maldives and Sri Lanka being the exception. 

Citizens of South Asia have more in common than they do 

distinctions, and inhabitants here must strive to maintain 

stability and utilize resources to enhance the region's 

wellness. 

 

There is no centralized medical system in South Asia. Several 

qualified doctors operate in private organizations or clinics 

that provide care that is comparable to Western standards, 

while the bulk of the community is forced to rely on 

substandard or nonexistent medical treatment. There seems to 

be no expert assistance in many remote places, excluding the 

infrequent medical officer. People must travel large distances, 

delaying even suboptimal care [46]. In the world we live in 

now, it's important to use rational therapy based on strong 

experimental findings, especially in poor countries where 

resources are limited and public health care is either not 

available or not good enough [47]. Such countries cannot 

afford to waste resources on ineffective treatments [48]. The 

amount of money and time that an individual spends on their 

health treatment is also significant. With scarce resources, 

EBM may be a viable option for delivering appropriate health 

care. 

 

South Asian countries are diverse in terms of culture as well 

as medical practice, ranging from huge super-specialty clinics 

with clinicians skilled in the most up-to-date techniques to 

quacks who treat patients only based on experience or 

practice. Ironically, these enormous, well-equipped clinics 

can only serve a limited, affluent segment of the population, 

and the bulk of sufferers are managed by doctors who are 

minimally trained or unskilled. As per research, this region 

has poor knowledge regarding EBM. According to multiple 

survey data, EBM has been implemented in some parts of 

South Asia, while it is still unknown in others. Due to 

resource restrictions among most healthcare institutions in 

South Asia, the whole cycle of EBM can only be applied to a 

small number of conditions. The majority of issues must be 

resolved at the intuitive end of the intellectual continuum. 

Evidence-based medications undoubtedly necessitate the 

training and acquisition of new skills (literature browsing and 

systematic review), which most practitioners regard as 

burdensome [49]. 

 

Need for Technology in Evidence-Based Medicine 
to Facilitate Healthcare and Deliver Care Remotely 
With the emergence of fast and accessible operating systems 

in the early years of the twenty-first century, we have seen 

incredible technological advancement. Concurrently, a 

worldwide connection enabled by internet and satellite 

techniques has caused a spike in the number of "network 

participants' for information exchange. The temporal 

convergence of various concurrent events has led to the 

advent of new mobile health (mHealth) innovations. The 

human urge to deliver and receive high-quality, inexpensive 

medical treatment promptly has accelerated the progress of 

medicine. In today's hyper-connected society, mobile 

technology seems to have become a vital component. Modern 

medicine is transforming the manner in which it promotes and 

delivers treatment. Innovations in this technology and 

telehealth have made a big impact on this. While a wave of 

freely accessible technologies has captured the interest of the 

medical world and enhanced access to medication, especially 

in distant locations, there must be a concern about 

telemedicine approaches' security, dependability, 

consistency, and precision. The use of mobile technologies to 

deliver basic health care is becoming more common. Mobile 

devices have the potential to revolutionize the way health 

interventions are delivered. Mobile technology could make 

health programs better and give more people access to 

medicine [50]. Masses of rural residents now have access to 

adequate communication and information transfer 

technologies thanks to the spectacular expansion and 

profound usage of smartphone communications. The 

increasing use of mobile phones heralds the potential of using 

mobile technologies to deliver mobile medical solutions. One 

of the benefits of telephones in continuous patient care is that 

they can help clients and healthcare providers talk to each 

other in more than one way. This makes the connection 

between them more dynamic [51]. In today's hyper-connected 

society, mobile technology has become a crucial element. 

However, despite the hurdles that older folks encounter when 

it comes to the use of mobile technology when they do, new 

technology becomes an important part of their everyday lives 

since it helps them to maintain contact with family [52]. Even 

now, research shows that mobile technology can be a kind of 

personal and situational support for older adults who don't 

know enough about their health, making it easier for patients 

and providers to work together for self-management [53]. To 

promote social help and avoid relapse, technology could be 

used in a variety of ways. Via internet support organizations 

and associations, it can allow individuals in treatment to 
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communicate with each other and assist one another. It may 

provide a range of easy options to contact people like 

clinicians or significant others (e.g., texts and emails, 

telephone conversations). Telemedicine and mobile 

technology will become a fundamental element of medical 

practice shortly, thanks to technological advancements and 

the low cost of handheld equipment. The practice of medicine 

that is aided by portable diagnostic equipment is referred to 

as mHealth. The use of these devices at the point of care is 

changing the way healthcare is given from being led by the 

healthcare system to being led by the patient [54, 55]. The 

confluence of these elements offers an unrivaled opportunity 

to promote patient involvement, save medical costs, and 

improve results [56]. The rising usage of communications 

technology platform services in the medical industry has 

resulted inthe aim to enhance and ensure improved medical 

services. Online communication is gaining popularity in the 

medical field as a means of tracking disease outbreaks, 

assessing patient care, diagnosing clients, training patients, 

and gathering and disseminating data using simple cell 

phones. Several studies have shown that smartphones can be 

used to share information about patient safety and manage 

people's attendance at certain health events [57]. Medical 

professionals can rapidly update and access patient 

information using mobile technologies from anywhere within 

a telecommunications network's range. This assures that 

patients' health records are updated regularly. Physicians who 

have access to the most recent data are better able to make 

medication judgments. The use of mobile technology-based 

applications may remove needless paperwork, leading to 

more efficient and successful patient care. Many initiatives 

have used short messaging service (SMS) systems to ensure 

patient adherence, such as the Mobile Med Alert, a cellular 

health warning system that delivers patients SMS reminding 

patients to consume their medications. The HeartSaver is a 

special cell phone for health care that can monitor a patient's 

electrocardiogram (ECG) in real-time and automatically find 

many heart diseases [58]. The AarogyaSetu and Cowin 

smartphone applications were a huge hit in India during the 

COVID outbreak. At the same time, Cowin did its job of 

making vaccines easy to get and safe to schedule, and 

AarogyaSetu worked on keeping track of the local COVID 

infection record. 

 

Medical practice in reality is complicated, and it poses crucial 

challenges regarding how we might create clinically useful 

electronic health data. Clinicians are starting to wonder if 

having more gadgets means having more information but if 

any of that information is redundant or even useless. 

 

Mobile Devices in Healthcare: Applications and 
Benefits 
The need for better communication and information tools at 

the point of service has been a big reason why healthcare 

professionals use mobile devices so much [59]. In a clinical 

context, healthcare practitioners should have access to a 

variety of resources as described in Table 1 [60].

 

Table 1. Highlights the various ease of resources by the use of mobile technology in healthcare delivery. 

S. No Category Resource 

1 Communication 

Voice calling 

Video conferencing 

Text 

E-mail 

2 Hospital Information Systems 

Electronic health 

Records 

Electronic medical records 

clinical decision support systems 

Picture archiving 

Communication systems 

3 Informational Resources 

Textbooks 

Guidelines 

Medical literature 

Drug references 

4 Clinical Software Applications 
Disease diagnosis aids 

Medical calculators 

5 Time Management 

Schedule appointments 

Schedule meetings 

Record call schedule 

6 Patient Monitoring 

Monitor patient health 

Monitor patient location 

Monitor patient rehabilitation 

Collect clinical data 

Monitor heart function 
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7 Reference and Information Gathering 

Medical textbooks 

Medical journals 

Medical literature 

Literature search portals 

Drug reference guides 

Medical News 

8 Health Record Maintenance and Access 

Access EHRs and EMRs 

Access images and scans 

Electronic prescribing 

Coding and billing 

 

Benefits of Mobile Technology in Evidence-Based 
Medicine: Healthcare practitioners have reaped numerous 

benefits from smartphones, including the ability to make 

faster decisions with fewer errors, improve data organization 

and accessibility, and increase practice efficiency and 

expertise. Most notably, these advantages have been found to 

improve patient care delivery, as evidenced by a decrease in 

adverse effects and a shorter duration of hospitalization [61-

63]. More benefits of mobile devices and apps for healthcare 

professionals who use evidence-based medicine are talked 

about. 

 

Ease and Comfort: Evidence-based medicine is easier to 

use during treatment with the help of many smartphone apps 

[64]. Using a smartphone in clinical practice has some 

advantages, including portability, quick access to relevant 

information and multimedia materials, adaptable 

communications, and a variety of strong apps that may be 

used for a variety of tasks [65]. Medical school healthcare 

practitioners and students regard the instantaneous 

availability of information at the point of need as a major 

benefit. Other research says that keeping up with new books, 

guidelines, reviews, and medical literature is a valuable 

convenience. 

 

Medical apps have made mobile devices essential tools for 

making medical decisions at the point of care. This makes it 

easier to make medical decisions [66]. This is important for 

evidence-based medicine because doctors may not always 

look for answers to clinical questions after each clinical 

interaction [67]. Experienced clinicians and medical and 

nursing learners agree that medication guides, clinical 

dictionaries, disease diagnosis, and medical calculator 

applications are among the most valuable mobile applications 

for supporting EBM and medical decision-making. Mobile 

phones can also help pharmacists make better decisions by 

giving them fast access to different drug information sources 

and other medical references. 

 

Improved Accuracy: It has been shown many times that 

mobile platforms can improve the accuracy and quality of 

patient documentation. This benefit is often attributed to how 

easy they are to use [68]. There have been reports of better 

diagnostic grading, more regular documentation of adverse 

effects, and greater pharmaceutical safety due to fewer 

medication mistakes. Documentation created with a mobile 

device was assessed to be of greater quality than 

documentation created with paper records, depending on a 

more comprehensive explanation of clinical findings and an 

accurate progress evaluation. Medical mistakes can also be 

cut down on by making sure people in hospitals talk to each 

other on time, especially in critical care settings. 

 

Improve Efficiency: Using mobile platforms has been 

shown to help practitioners in various ways, including better 

patient documentation (with fewer mistakes and more 

accurate records), faster access to new information, and better 

workflow [69]. Physicians have stated that obtaining 

information from a pharmacological database via a mobile 

device results in more effective decisions and care delivery. 

Mobile phone use has been linked to greater coordinated care, 

as well as increased efficiency in clinical support services, 

according to professionals working in medical care 

organizations. Doctors who used mobile devices while going 

from patient to patient said they spent less time looking for, 

gathering, and writing down information, which gave them a 

lot more time to spend on direct patient care. 

 

Productivity Improvements: Mobile apps can also help 

pharmacists be more productive by letting them quickly look 

over important drug information like side effects and 

interactions. This makes it easier for them to fill prescriptions 

faster. Seventy pharmacists who used a mobile device said 

they were able to record more information and fill out more 

sections, which led to more detailed documentation. Mobile 

apps can also make it easier to keep track of personal and 

work schedules and information, which leads to better 

performance and productivity [70]. 

 

Mobile Technology as a Savior During the COVID 
Pandemic 
Considering the prevailing COVID-19 epidemic, which 

stresses social isolation, the advantages of mHealth must be 

emphasized to stimulate its adoption. The mHealth network 

has provided support in dealing with epidemics with some 

recommended solutions [71]. The AarogyaSetu App, which 

detects people at risk and who are infected with the 

SARCCoV2 virus, is a good example of such an application 

employed by the Indian government. This app was designed 

after analyzing the pattern and comprehending the pandemic. 

By conveying information as much as needed at the touch of 

a button, mobile phones have become a powerful follow-up 

tool in a time of pandemics. The data depicting disease 

outbreak density and how it is evolving aided in determining 

containment measures and coordinating the fightback 

mechanism. Using models of the healthy, the sick, and the 
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immune system, it would be possible to estimate when the 

pandemic or epidemic would end in real-time [72]. 

 

Due to COVID-19's increased prevalence, tracking is crucial, 

and mHealth potentially plays a key role in addressing it. 

According to studies, mHealth contact tracing and 

surveillance is an effective technique to decrease the 

transmission of disease [73]. mHealth could also be used to 

keep track of any outbreaks, send out alerts about vaccines, 

make people more aware of how they act when they need 

health care, and for self-monitoring [74-78]. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Over the last decade, medical professionals have become 

increasingly interested in the concept of EBM. Evidence-

based medications enabled a shift from the centuries-old 

empiric practice that had dominated medical history. 

Evidence-based medications are usually regarded as the "gold 

standard" for medical competence, with a few exceptions. 

Evidence-based medication shaveled to significant 

advancements in methodology, allowing us to distinguish 

between beneficial and harmful treatments; identify serious 

issues with publication bias, and uncover and address 

industry conflicts of interest. Its true goal is that a physician 

chooses the best available outcome for his patient based on 

the best available evidence, to provide them with the finest 

possible medical services in every way. It is also used to avoid 

severe errors during therapy, thus improving the quality of the 

healthcare supplied to the patient. On the other hand, EBM 

has grown into a unified way to understand and improve 

medical practice. Attempts to enhance the evidence that 

underpins medicine have a rich history and will probably 

continue. To increase the dependability of research outcomes, 

the EBM revolution has emphasized the necessity of and 

effectively advocated for complete access to clinical trial 

data.  

 

South Asia is a diverse region with many concerns, including 

public health issues. In certain countries, sociological, 

governmental, and economic progress have resulted in 

significant health advancements, whereas in others, minor 

changes have occurred. Such health concerns cannot be 

ignored by public policy within those countries, since they 

may have significant social and economic ramifications. It is 

difficult to predict the future of EBM in South Asia at this 

time. The fact that initiatives have already been taken to foster 

evidence-based practices gives reason for optimism, but they 

must be supplemented. With the growing emphasis on EBM 

and the current socioeconomic expansion of South Asian 

countries, there is optimism for improved medical treatment 

in the future. In various countries, mobile phone treatments 

are growing rapidly, and preliminary research suggests that 

South Asian countries could gain profits from this technology 

as well. The enormous number of mobile phone users 

demonstrates the technology's utility, and mobile phones may 

be used as a layer of contact between patients and therapists. 

People can receive text messages and verbal alerts for 

checkups and drugs using the mobile technology-dependent 

notification system outlined above. The project is still in 

process. Human-to-human contact (such as between a doctor 

and a patient) will be reduced by the system, which will be 

replaced by human-to-system interaction. This system will 

save money and lives in different countries health services, 

where patients need to travel miles to clinics to receive 

medication, which is often impossible due to distance, 

transportation problems, poor weather, or a worsening 

condition that hinders people from leaving home.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Digital healthcare initiatives for people can provide a wide 

range of benefits, which include enhanced skill-training 

possibilities in real-world settings, constant support from 

medical practitioners, better medication management, 

increased patient treatment conformity, and additional tools 

for self-monitoring. The integration of EBM and mobile 

technology will not only make EBM more accessible and 

successful, but it will also allow for more timely 

implementation of EBM. We can say that correct and 

correlated use of EBM and mobile technology saves doctors' 

time and improves their expertise, as well as the advances in 

medical services offered and healthcare providers' comfort. 
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